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William faulkner writing contest

Union County and New Albany are unique in that storytelling and writing have deep roots in the red clay soil that wellsprings so much life. William Faulkner's birth here in 1897 was not the beginning or end of the creative aspect of our culture. His body work gives a unique perspective and honors who we
are in a way that resonates throughout the world. Other well-known writers from Union County who Borden Deal saw the stories unfold around him also chose storytelling and writing as a calling, we hope you will join us in this tribute to the written word and the narration of the story. Write your short story,
and/or one-act play and join us in this tribute to EVERY ARTIST'S AIM The purpose of every artist is to arrest the movement, which is life, by artificial means and hold it firmly so that 100 years later, when a stranger looks at it, it moves again because it's life. Because man is mortal, the only immortality
that is possible for him to leave something behind is immortal because it will always move. This is the artist's way of scribbling Kilroy was here on the wall of the final and irrevocable oblivion through which he must one day pass. William Faulkner in an interview with Jean Stein from Lion in the Garden New



Category! The William Faulkner Literary Contest offers a new category in Novel Writing. Thanks to the generous donation of former Union County resident Eric Saul, now living in Tennessee, the contest is expanding to new writers. The expansion of the competition and the introduction of the community in
the Southern Literary Trail shows that there is a growing awareness of the literary history and potential in this area. Prize money for the new category is $2,000 for the winning entry. His donation is added to that of the New Albany Gazette, which has supported the event in the past through the donation of
prize money. Novel Writing Category joins adult short story (5000 words) and One Act plays, as well as student short story category. Rules for this part of the William Faulkner Literary Competition include: 1. $50 entry fee 2. RiverFest literary committee reserves First rights on the winner 3. All items must
be original works in English. No plagiarism will be accepted. 4. Excessive force, sex or religious extremism, as determined by the judges, will result in disqualification 5. Contributions must never have been published before. 6. Items should work of prose from 50,000 to 150,000 words in length.
(approximate). Longer jobs will be taken into account. 7. Entries must be submitted in electronic format of PDF files on Thumb Drives or DVD, and a printed copy (you may use the form on the right). 8. Entries should be double-line, numbered pages in MS Word, Adobe PDF, Microsoft Works 9. Entries
shall have a cover page with the title of the work, author's name, full postal address, telephone e-mail address. Every other page should bear the title and page number but NOT the author's name. 10. Contributions shall be received by 1 July 2014 at the latest. 11. All items are final, no revision is
accepted. 12. Winners will be notified by email and by mail. 13. The judges' decision is final 14. The winners will be announced at the September 20, literary luncheon at First United Methodist Church in New Albany, Mississippi, the birthplace of William C. Faulkner. The Faux Faulkner contest was an
annual parody essay contest founded in 1989 by Dean Faulkner Wells, niece of Nobel Laureate William Faulkner, with her husband Lawrence Wells, and sponsored by Yoknapatawpha Press and the Center for the Study of Southern Culture. [1] It was held 16 times until 2005. [2] The competition attracted
as many as 750 entries in a single year from several countries as well as each of the 50 United States. [1] The winners were published annually in Hemispheres magazine[3] (United Airlines magazine and the competition's corporate sponsor) and often received coverage in other major media outlets such
as USA Today[4] and MSNBC. [5] The competition has been on hold since 2005 while it is looking for a new corporate sponsor. [1] The goal of the competition is to create the best entry to parody William Faulkner's uniquely artistic style of writing, his themes, his plots, or his characters, in a short-card tale
of 500 words or fewer. References ^ a b c Faux Faulkner contest. Yoknapatawpha Press. Retrieved 2011-04-22. ^ Associated Press Archives of Faux Faulkner Contest. Archived from the original on 10/25/2012. Retrieved 2011-04-22. ^ Hemisphere Magazine Contests. Filed from original on January 17,
2006. ^ Emily Wagster Pettus (2005-07-23). Spoof of Bush wins the Faux Faulkner writing battle. USA Today (via Associated Press). ^ Emily Wagster Pettus (2004-07-23). Stooges parody wins Faulkner write-alike contest. MSNBC (via Associated Press). Archived from the original on 2012-09-29. Further
reading wells, Dean Faulkner, ed. (1991). The best of Bad Faulkner: selection records from the Faux Faulkner contest. Mariner Books. ISBN 978-0-15-611850-7. External Links Faux Faulker contest official website Taken from The William Faulkner – William Wisdom Creative Writing Competition is
sponsored annually by The Pirate's Alley Society, Inc, a nonprofit literary and educational organization. The overarching goals of the competition are to seek out talented writers and help them improve their work, help them find literary agents and ultimately help them find publishers for their work. Our
competition has been in continuous operation since 1992 and has a successful track record of selecting publishable winners. The track record has created respect for our competition among literary agents and editors of publishers. Among Faulkner - Wisdom Competition's well-known discoveries are
National Book Award winner Julia Glass and fiction writer Stewart O'Nan, who has published 19 books of fiction since winning the society's first gold medal for novel. Ladee Hubbard, who judged the novel category for 2018, previously won the society's gold medal for short story. Her stories have been
published extensively and she won the 2018 Ernest Gaines Prize for her debut novel, The Talented Ribkins. New York Times bestselling novelist M. O. Walsh, the 2018 Novel-in-progress judge, won the Society's gold medal winner for Novel-in-progress, whose finished version was published as the
bestselling novel, My Sunshine Away. Fiction writer Moira Crone has also twice been a Faulkner Society gold medal winner, first for short story, which was published as the title story in her short story collection, Dream State, and then for a short story, which was expanded and published critically
acclaimed novel, The Ice Garden. The widely published poet Peter Cooley, judging poetry this year, is also a Faulkner Society gold medal winner. We are proud of the fact that most of our winners have not only been published but are still involved in the Faulkner Society, contributing their time and talent
as competition judges. Two Renaissance men in literature, John Biguenet and Rodger Kamenetz, who have been staunch supporters and participants in Faulkner Society projects for 20 years, judged Novell and Essay, respectively, in 2018, while The Society's Zachary Lazar assessed the narrative non-
fiction category. Zachary is the author of the newly released new novel Vengeance, a brilliant and powerful book that is critically acclaimed as a seamless hybrid of fantasy and reality, fiction and nonfiction. In addition to Nobel Laureate William Faulkner, the Faulkner Society's namesake, the contest is
named after literary scholar and collector William B. Wisdom of New Orleans, who collected a significant collection of memorabilia related to William Faulkner. His collection is housed today in the library of Tulane University. Mr Wisdom's daughter, New Orleans lawyer and philanthropist Adelaide Wisdom
Benjamin, was among the earliest supporters and directors of the Faulkner Society. She was an instigator in the creation of the competition and arranged underwriting for first prize for best novel. Later, Mrs. Benjamin created the Poetry Prize and signed it for years. She was a trustee of The Mary
Freeman Wisdom Foundation, who has been a longtime supporter of the competition, Mrs. Benjamin was among the first to receive the society's ALIHOT (A Legend in Her/His Own Time) Award for Community Service and Philanthropy. A competitive talent search open to all writing in English, the William
Faulkner - William Wisdom Creative Writing for previously unpublished work. Self-published and printed books are considered to have been published if more than 500 copies have been sold. Books, stories, essays previously published in their entirety on the Internet are considered published. Entries are
now accepted in nine categories: Novel, Novella, book-long Narrative non-fiction, novel-in-progress, short story, essay, poetry, poetry collection and short story by a high school student. Collections are excluded in novel and narrative nonfiction book categories only if the individual pieces are
interconnected by place or character.  Collections are not accepted in any category.  Please review your work carefully before entering. Some of our judges are traditionally well-known literary agents and editors who take a weak view of sloppy editing. Our general guideline for both preliminary and final
judges is ready for publication. [box] Some tips on editing your manuscript[/box] Spell checker. Some entries we get have obviously never been run through Spell Checker. Spell checking is only a start, however, because it is impossible for Spell Checker to catch such errors that were instead of where or
there instead of their or incorrect spellings of names. After using Spell Checker a few times, do it again. Third-party editing. Once you have spell checking, then have two or three educated readers, people you trust, read the copy for spelling mistakes, grammatical mistakes. Then spell check again, as
mistakes are often made while correcting mistakes. We do not correct your manuscripts before we submit for assessment. Bad phrasing. During Words &amp; Music, 2012, the literary editor Brenda Copeland from St. Martin conducted a self-editing workshop and warned writers to beware of such over-
worked, often unnecessary phrases There are, There is, There was, There was, that can give a trite quality to a manuscript. For example, you could replace There was a time when Mary Shannon O'Brien would have hesitated to confront the church hierarchy about child abuse... with Sean being ruined
by the filthy priest, Mary Shannon O'Brien might have hesitated to confront the church hierarchy. Not now. Over-used words. A novel manuscript submitted last year—which was a good concept but for too long—used the word it 10,001 times. At least half could easily have been eliminated. For example,
Marylin stood outside the room and listened to the cacaphony of querulous voices in the room. When she entered the room, the quarrel ended abruptly.  Instead, for example, Outside, Marylin listened as roaring voices reached the crescendo level. Then she went in and raving was replaced by an even
angry silence. More dramatic, six fewer words. Obviously, there are times when The is necessary for emphasis, for example, in the case of The Hague. However, it is the most the word in the language and especially overused for titles, chapter headings. For example, reconciliation is a great title, while the
Atonement would have been trite. Sweet Tooth is a fantastic title. Sweet Tooth would be less convincing. (Atonement and Sweet Tooth are critically acclaimed novels by Ian McEwan.) Look at your titles. Competition judges and ultimately editors and agents are confronted with titles as their first impression
of a manuscript's value. One mistake writers often make with the titles they choose is to plagiarize a title from another work of art, such as choosing Heard It On The Grapevine, which is a direct steal from the hit song of that name. There may be a reason in the author's mind to use such a title, but it does
suggest a lack of imagination to a reader yet to privy to the contents of the manuscript. Other Important first impressions. Professional readers, such as agents and literary editors often read the first chapters and the end before deciding whether to invest more time in a manuscript. They know that readers
looking for a new book to read often do the same. So, concentrate especially on strong openings and endings. A weak opening means that a manuscript will not meet our general guideline if ready for publication. It's a bad thing to do on a story. Fantasy versus reality. There are absolutely wonderful
stories based in reality and absolutely wonderful stories completely imagined. If your setting is imaginary, you can name a street and locate it within your imaginary city or city however you want. If your story is set in a real city or city, but making up streets or having them run the wrong way or in the wrong
part of town is no-nos. Getting the facts wrong about a historical event or personage is another blatant error. Dialogue. A majority of the manuscripts we reject are the result of a poor command of dialogue, with characters uttering phrases that are either pretentious, pompous or simplistic to the point of
boredom.  And talking about overworked phrases, too many of the manuscripts can get their words counted significantly reduced by eliminating unnecessary cases of he said and she said. Characters and Voice. A common failure of manuscripts rejected in our competition is the lack of a compelling
central character and/or lackluster secondary characters. Take a closer look at your characters. Is there a strong reason for a reader to take the time to get involved with your characters? Get a reaction to your characters from multiple third-party readers. If these readers don't love your characters, go back
to work. Choose a voice strategy and be consistent. If you switch from the voice of all-seeing, omniscient God to the mere mortal, a difficult task to achieve successfully, make it clear a switch has occurred so the reader is not confused and does not lose the story line. If first-person voice is the approach
chosen, make sure the voice can draw the reader into your story. If the central character is convincing enough, his/her voice can carry an act. Set the Stage. If you write a scene like in a place you personally have never visited or some time before your own, your research would have better be first class.
Nothing is more disturbing to a reader than to realize that the author doesn't know what he/she is talking about. Beyond the simple fact of accuracy, however, the authors' job is to conjure up a scene so vividly that the reader feels transported. Too many manuscripts we received are more like the first draft
of the TV script, which couldn't possibly transport without accompanying graphics and sound. These are just a few tips on basic editing to help you with your records. We suggest you have a professional editor look at your work before stating if possible; if not, a friend who is an avid reader. For 2019
Competition Guidelines, click here! This!
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